Observers respond faster when the task-relevant perceptual dimension (e.g., color) repeats across consecutive trials relative to when it changes. Such dimension repetition benefits (DRBs) occur in different tasks, from singleton feature search to feature discrimination of a stimulus presented on its own. Here, we argue that the DRBs observed in different tasks originate from distinct mechanisms: preselective weighting of dimension-specific feature contrast signals and, respectively, postselective stimulus processing. The multiple-weighting-systems hypothesis predicts significant DRBs across trials of different tasks that share the same weighting mechanism, but not across tasks involving different mechanisms. Experiments 1, 2, and 3 examined DRBs across localization and detection tasks (both involving feature contrast computations); across detection and identification tasks (which presumably involved different weighting systems); and across identification and discrimination tasks (both involving stimulus identification). As expected, significant DRBs were observed across different tasks in Experiments 1 and 3, but not in Experiment 2. These findings support the multiple-weighting-systems hypothesis.
The basic mechanisms underlying visual selection have long been a topic of scientific investigation. Variants of the visualsearch paradigm have provided a fruitful approach for revealing the functional architecture of visual selection (e.g., Wolfe, 1994; Wolfe & Horowitz, 2004) . In particular, feature singleton search has been a key paradigm for examining a number of controversial issues relating to mechanisms of visual selection. Essentially, in this paradigm, participants are presented with an array of items with one of them (the singleton), on some trials, being different from the others in some respect (e.g., in color or orientation). In the simplest variant of the task, participants have to indicate the presence/absence of a singleton item by pressing a corresponding response button. Typically, they are able to discern the singleton's presence very fast and with high accuracy, independently of the number of presented items or set size (e.g., Treisman, 1982) . Additionally, participants are faster to detect the singleton if the dimension in which it differs from the distractor items (e.g., color) repeats across trials (e.g., Found & Müller, 1996; Müller, Krummenacher, & Heller, 2004; Treisman, 1988) . Müller and colleagues took this Dimension Repetition Benefit (DRB) to reflect facilitation of search processes prior to focal-attentional selection of the singleton item (e.g., Müller & Krummenacher, 2006a) . However, other authors observed similar DRBs even in a paradigm with a single item presented at a fixed location on the screen, that is, under conditions in which no search for the target was necessary (Mortier, Theeuwes, & Starreveld, 2005) . They concluded that the DRBs in this nonsearch task must reflect facilitation of postselective processes involved in response selection or stimulus-toresponse (S-R) mapping. Furthermore, given the qualitative similarity between the DRBs observed in the search and nonsearch tasks, Mortier, Theeuwes, & Starreveld (2005) assumed that the intertrial effects in both types of task have one common origin: the stage of response selection. Implicit to this reasoning is the assumption that there is only one sequence mechanism generating the DRBs in the different tasks.
In the present study, we are arguing for an alternative explanation of the DRB effects observed in the search and nonsearch tasks. Not one, but multiple mechanisms are generating the DRBs in these tasks: visual selection and target identification, respectively. The main focus of the present study was to exam-ine whether DRBs in the two tasks have the same, single source or multiple sources. Rangelov, Mü ller, and Zehetleitner (2011) already demonstrated that DRBs do not generalize across trials of different tasks, providing evidence in favor of the multiple-weightingsystems hypothesis. However, the tasks in question differed in both search demands (search vs. nonsearch) and S-R mappings, making it impossible to separate effects attributable to changes in search demands across tasks from effects attributable to changes of response requirements. On this background, the present study was designed to assess the potential roles of search and response requirements independently.
Search-Based Account of Dimension Repetition Benefits
Studies investigating sequence effects in singleton feature search tasks have repeatedly demonstrated that performance is sensitive to the recent trial history (Found & Müller, 1996; Krummenacher, Müller, & Heller, 2002 Lamy, Bar-Anan, Egeth, & Carmel, 2006; Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1994 , 1996 Müller, Heller, & Ziegler, 1995; Olivers & Humphreys, 2003) : observers respond to a singleton target faster when either its distinguishing feature (e.g., red target among green distractors) or the dimension in which it differs from the distractors (e.g., color, orientation, etc.) repeats across consecutive trials. Found and Müller (1996) demonstrated that the repetition benefit is (almost) as large when the target dimension repeats, but the specific target feature changes (e.g., red singleton followed by blue singleton on consecutive trials) as when the target feature repeats (red singleton on both trial n Ϫ 1 and trial n). To explain this dimension-specificity of the intertrial effects, Müller and colleagues proposed a 'DimensionWeighting Account,' or DWA (Müller & Krummenacher, 2006a , 2006b ).
The DWA assumes (similar to the other models of visual selection, e.g., Itti & Koch, 2000 Koch & Ullman, 1985) that a visual scene is analyzed in terms of feature contrasts across all locations in parallel. This parallel processing stage gives rise to a map of feature-contrast signals that are proportional to the relative uniqueness of the stimuli at analyzed locations. The feature-contrast signals are first integrated into dimension-specific maps (e.g., for color, orientation, etc.) and then summed up into a (supradimensional) master map of saliencies. Locations are then selected by focal attention in an order determined by the strength of the salience signals on the master map. Importantly, according to the DWA, the signal summation from dimension-specific maps to the master map of saliencies is weighted. On every trial, the weight for the dimension from which the informative signal came (e.g., color for a trial with a color singleton) is increased, while the weights for other dimensions are decreased. The weight set thus established is persistent over time, so that an increased weight for, say, the color dimension would facilitate color processing on the following trial. Thus, if the relevant dimension also happens to be color on the next trial, then singleton selection is speeded, giving rise to the DRB (dimension repetition benefit).
Response-Based Account of Dimension Repetition Benefits
Instead of attributing the origin of the DRBs to the weighting of dimension-specific feature-contrast signals (as in the DWA), alternative accounts assume that the DRBs originate from the response selection stages (Cohen & Magen, 1999; Cohen & Shoup, 1997 Feintuch & Cohen, 2002; Magen & Cohen, 2002 , 2007 Mortier, Theeuwes, & Starreveld, 2005) . One line of evidence favoring response selection accounts of the DRB comes from paradigms in which the visual-search component of the task is minimized. For example, Cohen and Shoup (1997) demonstrated dimension-specific effects in a variant of the flanker task (e.g., Eriksen, 1995) . In their paradigm, participants were to indicate either the color (red vs. green) or orientation (left-vs. right-tilted) of the centrally presented bar, with dimension of discrimination varying randomly across trials. Different features from the same dimension (e.g., red/green) were mapped to different responses (e.g., left/right), with features of different dimensions being mapped to the same response (e.g., red and left-tilted to right response button). The task-irrelevant feature was always responseneutral, that is, the stimulus was blue in case of orientation discrimination and, respectively, vertical in case of color discrimination. The target was flanked by either same-dimension flankers (e.g., red-vertical target between red-or green-vertical flankers) or by different-dimension flankers (e.g., red-vertical between lefttilted blue flankers). Independently of the dimensional congruency, the flankers could be either response-congruent (i.e., both target and flankers were associated with the same response) or response-incongruent. Cohen and Shoup reported significant response congruency effects only for the same-dimension condition, but not the different-dimension condition.
To account for these findings, they proposed a DimensionalAction (DA) model (Cohen & Magen, 1999; Cohen & Shoup, 1997 Feintuch & Cohen, 2002) . According to the DA, different perceptual dimensions (e.g., color and orientation) have their own response modules which are independent of each other (i.e., there is one module for color and another for orientation). Within this framework, the dimension-specific congruency effects observed by Cohen and Shoup (1997) are thus explained by the virtue of within-dimension response competition (e.g., competition, and mutual inhibition, between response units for "red" and "green") producing response congruency effects for the samedimension flankers, whereas no such competition occurs between different dimensional response modules.
An analogous line of reasoning was pursued by Mortier, Theeuwes, & Starreveld (2005) , who sought to address the question of the origin of the DRBs in the singleton search task more directly. Here, participants performed two tasks, fixed per block of trials. In the first standard search task, one response was required for singleton-present displays (regardless of the singleton's featural or dimensional identity), another response for singleton-absent displays. In the other, so-called 'nonsearch task,' only one item was shown at either variable or a fixed location (Experiments 1 and 2 of Mortier, Theeuwes, & Starreveld, 2005) . This item could be identical to the distractor items presented in the singleton search task, and it required one-target-absent-response. Alternatively, the presented item could be one of the items used as targets in the singleton search task; such items required a different-target-present-response. Independently of the task (search vs. nonsearch), there were two conditions with respect to the dimensional uncertainty of the target items. In the within-dimension condition, the target, when presented, always differed in color from the distractors. In the cross-dimension condition, the target could differ from the distractors in color, shape, or size, varying randomly across trials. Among other comparisons, the authors also examined for DRBs in the cross-dimension condition of both tasks: these were significant in both search and the nonsearch task.
Given that the nonsearch tasks do not involve a search component (cf. Goolsby & Suzuki, 2001 ), Mortier, Theeuwes, & Starreveld (2005) argued against facilitation of the search process as the source for the DRBs in this task; instead, they attributed these DRBs to facilitation of later stimulus analysis and response selection processes, along the lines suggested by Cohen and colleagues (e.g., Feintuch & Cohen, 2002) . Applied to the nonsearch task of Mortier, Theeuwes, & Starreveld (2005) , the DA account would interpret DRBs as reflecting the time costs to switch between response modules in cases in which the critical dimension changes across trials relative to when it repeats. As the pattern of DRBs was strikingly similar between the search and nonsearch tasks, Mortier, Theeuwes, & Starreveld proposed, by analogy, that in search tasks, too, the DRBs arise (exclusively) from the postselective stages where a focally attended stimulus is translated into the associated response.
To examine whether the DRBs in the nonsearch task originated in response-related processes, Mortier, Theeuwes, & Starreveld (2005; Experiment 5 ) looked for DRBs in a nonsearch compound task. Standard compound-search tasks, similar to singleton search, always use displays composed of multiple items, with one item being the (to-be-detected) singleton target. However, unlike the singleton search task, observers are to respond to a (to-bediscriminated) attribute of this target, which is different from that relevant for discerning its presence. To illustrate, observers might be required to detect a color-defined singleton (color ϭ targetdefining attribute) but then discriminate and respond to the orientation of a small line (e.g., vertical vs. horizontal) within the target's outline shape (orientation ϭ response-defining attribute). In the nonsearch compound task of Mortier, Theeuwes, & Starreveld (2005) , in which displays contained only one item presented at a fixed location, observers had also to respond to the orientation of an internal line within this "target" object. Variably across trials, the target was either color-, shape-, or size-defined, permitting Mortier, Theeuwes, & Starreveld to examine whether there would be DRBs under these changed response conditions. However, in contrast to the significant DRBs obtained in the nonsearch detection task (Experiments 1 and 2), there were no DRBs in the nonsearch compound task (Experiment 5). Consequently, Mortier, Theeuwes, & Starreveld (2005) attributed these differential results between the two types of nonsearch task to the differences in response requirements. Note though that, because a "target" item in the nonsearch compound task (unlike the nonsearch detection task) was presented on every trial, there was no need to distinguish this item from a nontarget standard. In fact, the color and shape of the presented stimulus were completely task-irrelevant and did not need to be processed at all. Given this, the failure to find DRBs under these task conditions is not surprising.
In summary, the results of Mortier, Theeuwes, & Starreveld (2005) 
Multiple Dimension-Weighting Systems Hypothesis
However, exclusively assigning the origin of DRBs to response selection processes seems at variance with other findings in the literature. For example, recent examinations of event-related potentials in a compound-search task have demonstrated dimensionspecific intertrial effects on the latency and amplitude of the N2pc component (Töllner, Gramann, Muller, Kiss, & Eimer, 2008; Töll-ner, Zehetleitner, Gramann, & Müller, 2010 ) -a component that is commonly taken to reflect focal-attentional selection processes (e.g., Eimer, 1996) Consequently, the finding of significantly shorter N2pc latencies for repetitions versus changes of the targetdefining dimension across trials makes a strong case for searchbased accounts of DRBs, at least with respect to tasks that do involve a search component. Consistent with this, cueing of the position of an upcoming singleton has been shown to abolish feature repetition effects in the 'priming of pop-out' paradigm (Goolsby & Suzuki, 2001) , again suggesting that the dynamics of attentional selection plays an important role in generating intertrial effects in search tasks.
Thus, there is a puzzle: while there is evidence from search tasks that the dynamics of spatial-attentional selection (i.e., search processes) is influenced by the dimensional intertrial sequence, evidence from nonsearch tasks indicate that search processes are not necessary for DRBs to arise. This data pattern cannot be fully accommodated by either an exclusive search-based or an exclusive response-based account. To solve this puzzle, Rangelov, Zehetleitner, and Müller (2011) hypothesized the existence of two separate (dimension sequence-sensitive) mechanisms that generate DRBs in different tasks: one mechanism generating DRBs in search tasks, the other in nonsearch tasks.
1
To examine whether a single or multiple mechanisms generate DRBs in search and, respectively, nonsearch tasks, Rangelov et al. (2011) presented both types of task either regularly or randomly alternating across trials. The search task required detection of a singleton target, which was either color-defined [red (left-tilted) bar] or orientation-defined [right-tilted (yellow) bar], among a set of homogeneous distractor items (yellow, left-tilted); observers had to make a simple target-present versus target-absent decision. By contrast, the nonsearch task (with a single display item presented at a fixed, central location) required feature discrimination; that is, the display item was either color-defined, a blue or green (left-tilted) bar, or orientation-defined, a vertical or horizontal (yellow) bar, and observers had to respond to either the color (blue vs. green) or the orientation feature (horizontal vs. vertical) of the 1 Other theorists have similarly proposed that intertrial effects might arise at multiple processing stages [see, e.g., the "ambiguity resolution" account of Olivers and Meeter (2006) , and Meeter and Olivers (2006) , and, recently, Kristjánsson & Campana (2010) ]. presented item. Thus, for the detection task, the "relevant dimension" refers to the dimension in which the target differs from the distractors; and for the discrimination task, it refers to the dimension within which features are to be discriminated.
Across consecutive trials, the relevant dimension could either repeat or change; and, independently of the dimension sequence, the task could repeat or change. Rangelov et al. examined for DRBs across different task sequences (repetition vs. change) -the critical assumption being that, if the same mechanism were responsible for DRBs in both search and nonsearch tasks, the intertrial effects should persist even across task switches.
However, while Rangelov et al. observed significant DRBs across same-task trials for both types of task, no DRBs were evident across trials of different tasks. Analyses of intertrial effects across nonconsecutive trials of the same task (e.g., discrimination task on trials n Ϫ 2 and n) with a task switch in between (in the example, detection task on trial n Ϫ 1) also revealed significant DRBs. This finding argues against the idea that DRBs across different tasks do exist but are masked by additional processes associated with task switches. If that were true, DRBs should not have arisen across nonconsecutive same-task trials with a different task in between, by virtue of having two task switches between the analyzed trials.
In Experiment 3 of Rangelov et al. (2011) , observers performed only the feature discrimination task, but with two possible display types: single-item displays (identical to the displays used previously for the feature discrimination task), and multiple-item displays in which the target item (also always centrally presented) was surrounded by homogeneous distractor items (similar to the displays used for the detection task in the previous experiments). Across consecutive trials, the dimension of discrimination and the display type could repeat or change independently. The results revealed significant DRBs for both types of display, and these effects were significant even across trials with a different display. The latter finding indicates that display type changes, which were associated with task changes (from search to nonsearch or vice versa) in the preceding experiments, cannot account for the absence of DRBs across trials with different tasks.
In summary, the main finding of Rangelov et al. (2011) was that DRBs do not generalize across trials with different (search and, respectively, nonsearch) tasks. Furthermore, the lack of DRBs across trials with different tasks could not be attributed to either task change or display change costs. By contrast, the multipleweighting-systems hypothesis can readily account for the absence of DRBs across different tasks by assuming the existence of separate and independent dimension-weighting mechanisms engaged in search and nonsearch tasks.
Role of Search Demands and Response Requirements in Generating DRBs
Although previous findings demonstrated that DRBs do not generalize across trials of different (search and nonsearch) tasks, this does not provide direct evidence against the central assumption of Mortier at al. (2005) that the mechanisms engaged in detection tasks (search and nonsearch variety) are identical. In the study of Rangelov et al. (2011) , the two tasks differed in terms of both search demands and response requirements. To illustrate, in the detection (search) task, one response was assigned to targetpresent, another to target-absent displays. In the discrimination (nonsearch) task, one response was assigned to one feature of the dimension of discrimination (e.g., blue), another response to the other feature of the same dimension (e.g., green). Thus, it could be that differences in response requirements, rather than in weighting mechanisms, were the reason why no DRBs were observed when the tasks on consecutive trials were different.
Given this, the present study was designed to independently assess the potential roles of (i) search demands and (ii) response requirements in generating DRBs across trials with different tasks. To this end, in Experiment 1, two search tasks with different response requirements were presented intermixed across trials. In Experiment 2, one search and one nonsearch task with identical response requirements alternated randomly across trials. And in Experiment 3, two nonsearch tasks with different response requirements varied across trials.
In Experiments 1 and 3, both tasks were of either the search or the nonsearch type. In the two search tasks of Experiment 1, observers, irrespectively of the response mappings, had to select the singleton from an array of homogenous distractors. Conversely, in Experiment 3, the two tasks were of the nonsearch type, minimizing the search and selection processes in both tasks. Henceforth, whether or not it is necessary to search for the target to perform a task will be referred to as "search requirements" of the task. The particular S-R mapping rules will be referred to as 'response requirements' of the task.
According to the multiple-weighting-systems hypothesis, if the two tasks within an experiment share search requirements (e.g., the two search tasks in Experiment 1, and, respectively, the two nonsearch tasks in Experiment 3), significant DRBs across these tasks should arise. By contrast, if the two tasks differ in search demands (as in Experiment 2), there should be no DRBs across trials of different tasks, even if the response requirements are identical across the different tasks.
Alternatively, if the response requirements are the crucial factor in generating DRBs, the data pattern should be the opposite: DRBs should persist across tasks with the same response demands (Experiment 2), irrespectively of the search demands; and there should be no DRBs across tasks with different response requirements (Experiments 1 and 3), even if they share the search demands.
General Method Participants
There were 12 participants (seven female, mean age 27 years) in Experiment 1, 19 (seven female, mean age 25 years) in Experiment 2A, 15 participants (six female, mean age 27 years) in Experiment 2B, and 13 participants (six female, mean age 26 years) in Experiment 3. All participants had either normal or corrected-to-normal vision; all of them had previous experience with psychophysical experiments and were naive as to the purpose of the respective experiment. They received monetary compensation (8 €/h) in return for their participation in the experiments.
Apparatus
The experiments were run on a Dell PC running under the Windows XP operating system. The stimuli were presented on a ViewSonic G90fB 19" CRT monitor, with the screen resolution of 1024 ϫ 768 pixels and a refresh rate of 85 Hz. The experimental software was custom-written in Cϩϩ. Participants performed the task in a dimly lit and acoustically isolated room, seated in front of the computer display. Head-to-monitor distance was 53 cm, controlled by means of a chin rest. Participants were to respond by pressing the upper or lower button of a custom made response box, with their left or right index finger, respectively.
Stimuli
Two different stimulus display types were used: (i) search displays-containing 35 bars arranged in concentric circles of 1, 6, 12, and 16 elements, respectively; and (ii) nonsearch displayscontaining only one bar. Individual bars subtended approximately 2°ϫ 0.5°of visual angle, while the whole search display (i.e., all 35 elements together) subtended approximately 19°ϫ 19°of visual angle. The search displays could either contain a feature singleton (ϭ target) or not. Target-absent search displays consisted only of distractor items which were identical gray bars (7.5cd/m 2 ), tilted 45°counterclockwise from the vertical (i.e., left-tilted). When present, the target differed from distractors either in luminance or orientation, the other feature (e.g., orientation for luminance targets) being the same as the respective distractor feature. Depending on the magnitude of the feature contrast between the target and distractors, there were two possible targets per dimension of distinction: (i) high contrast targets-bright bar (62. 5cd/ m 2 ) for luminance, and right-tilted bar (45°clockwise from vertical) for orientation targets; (ii) low contrast targets-dim (22. 5cd/m 2 ) or slightly tilted (35°counterclockwise) bar for luminance and orientation, respectively.
2 In the nonsearch displays, the presented bar could be the same as a distractor bar in the search displays, the same as a target bar in the search displays, or a vertical bar of the same luminance as the distractor bar. The nonsearch displays came in two variants: the position of the single item in the nonsearch display could either (i) vary across trials (similar to Experiment 1 of Mortier, Theeuwes, & Starreveld, 2005) , or (ii) it was fixed in the display center (similar to Experiment 2 of Mortier at al., 2005 ). An illustration of the stimuli is given in Figure 1 .
Tasks
There were four possible tasks: (i) singleton detection, (ii) singleton localization, (iii) stimulus identification, and (iv) feature discrimination. Search displays were used for detection and localization tasks; nonsearch displays for identification and discrimination tasks. A pilot experiment demonstrated that detection speed for all singletons used in the search displays was independent of the set size (i.e., efficient search). In detection task, participants were to indicate presence/absence of a target (presented in 60% of detection task trials) by pressing the corresponding response buttons. In the localization task, displays always contained target, presented on either the left or the right side. The task was to indicate the hemifield in which the target was presented (left vs. right) by pressing corresponding response buttons. The identification task required participants to indicate whether the presented bar was the distractor (on 40% of identification task trials) or a target (bright, dim, right-tilted or slightly tilted bar). The distractor bar required one response, any other bar (i.e., targets) another response. Thus, the response set in the identification task was virtually identical to that in the detection task, with the difference of the display types used in the two tasks (i.e., search displays for detection, nonsearch displays for identification). Finally, in the discrimination task, participants were to indicate the luminance 2 Using targets with different feature contrasts is of special importance for the localization task (see the "Tasks" section). Previous work on DRBs in localization tasks (e.g., Chan & Hayward, 2009; revealed only weak and nonsignificant benefits for this task. However, both these studies used only high-contrast targets. More recently, Zehetleitner, Geyer, Krummenacher, Hegenloh, & Müller, (2010) demonstrated reliable DRBs in a localization task using targets of different-high and, respectively, low-feature contrast. Similar to the present study, in the localization task, significant DRBs were observed only for low-contrast targets. A detailed theoretical and computational explanation of this finding is provided elsewhere . The main idea is that mixing targets of different feature contrasts increases decision times (i.e., a key parameter in Ratcliff's diffusion model of reaction times; e.g., Ratcliff, 1978) and, consequently, the magnitude of DRBs. The aim of using this manipulation in the present study was primarily to maximize any DRBs observable for localization task trials. (bright vs. dim) or orientation (vertical vs. tilted) feature of the presented bar. Vertical, rather than slightly tilted, bar was used for orientation discrimination because the feature discrimination task would have been too difficult otherwise. Different features within a dimension of discrimination (e.g., bright vs. dim bar for luminance discrimination) were mapped to different responses (e.g., upper vs. lower button). Additionally, by virtue of only two possible responses (upper vs. lower), features of different dimensions (e.g., bright and vertical bar) were mapped to the same response (e.g., both required an upper button press). Different possible stimulus-response mappings across different tasks are summarized in Table 1 . Different mappings per task and between tasks were balanced across subjects.
Procedure
Each of the experiments had 2100 trials in total, arranged in 30 blocks of 70 trials each. The first three blocks (ϭ 210 trials) were considered as practice/learning blocks and excluded from the subsequent analyses. A short break (5-10 min) was introduced after participants completed the first half of the experiment. On average, it took participants about 2 h to complete all trials.
Participants were to respond on every trial. Both response speed and accuracy were stressed. Trials began with a word (presented for 1 s) denoting the task on the upcoming trial (e.g., "detection" for detection task trials). The task cue was followed by the stimulus display, presented on the screen until response or maximally for 3 s. Correct responses were followed by a variable ISI (900 -1100 ms), during which only a fixation point was presented in the center of the screen. Erroneous responses were followed by an error feedback (the word "error"). An illustration of the trial sequence with the accompanying presentation times is given in Figure 2 .
Design
In Experiment 1, detection and localization (i.e., both search) task were mixed within blocks of trials; Experiment 2 mixed trials of detection (search) and identification (nonsearch) tasks, and Experiment 3 trials of identification and discrimination (both nonsearch) task. The design was same for all three experiments. Every trial was characterized by (i) the task to be performed, (ii) the relevant perceptual dimension (luminance or orientation), and (iii) the contrast level of the target (low vs. high). The task, dimension, and the target's contrast levels were randomized across trials. From trial to trial, the task and the dimension could either repeat or change. This produced the following 2 ϫ 2 ϫ 2 ϫ 2 design: (i) task on the current trial-for example, detection versus localization in Experiment 1, (ii) task sequence from the preceding to the current trial-repetition versus change, (iii) Note. The S-R mappings per task were balanced across subjects (e.g., in Experiment 1 half of the subjects did Detection A, the other half Detection B version). Different mappings per task were crossed with different mappings across tasks. For example, in Experiment 1 there were four possible combinations (2 ϫ 2) of detection and localization S-R mappings (Detection A/localization A, Detection A/localization B, etc.), that were balanced across subjects.
dimension on the current trial-luminance versus orientation, and (iv) dimension sequence-repetition versus change. Depending on the experiment, the results were analyzed either separately for targets of different feature contrast levels (in Experiment 1) or averaged across contrast levels (Experiments 2 and 3). This difference in the analyses is owing to the fact that the contrast level was defined with regard to the distractor items; identification and discrimination tasks used in Experiments 2 and 3 used single-item displays, effectively making the low/high-contrast distinction obsolete.
Results

Experiment 1
The collected data were first filtered for error responses and trials following errors (7% of trials across conditions). Inspection of error pattern across conditions revealed no indications of speedaccuracy trade-offs. Two participants made errors in more than 10% of trials and were therefore excluded from subsequent analyses. The remaining trials were then filtered for RTs faster than 150 and slower than 1000 ms (approximately 5% of trials across conditions).
The remaining trials were then separated in two groups, based on the target type: (i) high contrast targets (e.g., bright or righttilted bars), and (ii) low contrast targets. For each target type, the trials were sorted according to the following experimental conditions: (i) task (detection/localization), (ii) task sequence across consecutive trials (repetition/change), (iii) dimension (luminance/ orientation), and (iv) dimension sequence (repetition/change). Mean RTs across trial repetitions per condition were computed individually per participant. Four-way repeated-measures ANOVAs, with main terms for task, task sequence, dimension, and dimension sequence, were performed over individual mean RTs, separately for low-and high-contrast targets. Figure 3 depicts the mean RTs for the different tasks, task sequences, and dimension sequences for low contrast targets. As can be seen, observers were faster to localize (mean RT across different task and dimension sequences ϭ 529 ms) than to detect the singleton (594 ms). Furthermore, observers responded faster when the task repeated (543 ms) than when it changed across trials (580 ms), irrespective of the task and the dimension sequence. Most importantly, observers were faster when the dimension repeated (550 ms) than when it changed (573 ms), irrespective of the task and the task sequence.
This description was confirmed by a four-way ANOVA for the low-contrast targets, which revealed significant main effects of task (F 1,9 ϭ 35.84, p Ͻ .01, p 2 ϭ .80), task sequence (F 1,9 ϭ 46.47, p Ͻ .01, p 2 ϭ .84), dimension (F 1,9 ϭ 7.36, p Ͻ .05, p 2 ϭ .45), and dimension sequence (F 1,9 ϭ 76.61, p Ͻ .01, p 2 ϭ .89). The dimension effect (not illustrated in Figure 3 ) was attributable to RTs being faster for luminance than for orientation targets (550 vs. 573 ms). None of the interactions reached significance (all F Ͻ 1.23, p Ͼ .22). Figure 2 . Illustration of the trial sequence used in the present study. Each trial started with a task cue-a word denoting the task to be performed in the trials. After 1000 ms, the task cue was replaced by stimulus display, which was presented until response, or maximally for 3 seconds. An empty screen followed the stimulus display for a variable interval (900 ms -1100 ms), after which a new trial was initiated. The ANOVA for high-contrast targets revealed significant main effects of task (F 1,9 ϭ 11.46, p Ͻ .01, p 2 ϭ .56), task sequence (F 1,9 ϭ 25.70, p Ͻ .00, p 2 ϭ .74), and dimension (F 1,9 ϭ 12.86, p Ͻ .01, p 2 ϭ .59). Participants were faster to localize than to detect the target (469 vs. 509 ms). Mean RTs were faster when the task repeated than when it changed (465 vs. 513 ms). Finally, luminance targets were processed faster than orientation targets (482 vs. 496ms). There was also a significant task ϫ task sequence interaction (F 1,9 ϭ 11.55, p Ͻ .01, p 2 ϭ .56). Post hoc analysis (Tukey's HSD) revealed that the task change costs (i.e., task change -task repetition) were more pronounced for target detection than for target localization (66 vs. 28 ms). No other main effects or interactions reached significance (all F Ͻ 3.52, p Ͼ .05).
Analysis of DRBs. The main goal of Experiment 1 was to test for DRBs (i.e., dimension sequence effects) across different tasks and task sequences (repetition/change). The ANOVA for highcontrast targets revealed neither the main effect of dimension sequence nor its interaction with task and task sequence to be significant. Although not significant, there was still a numerical difference (7 ms) between dimensional changes and repetitions. This result was not unexpected, given the generally expedited RTs to high-contrast singletons (whether in detection or localization tasks), which consequently limit the magnitude of potentially observable DRBs (see , for a detailed argument). However, a larger and highly reliable dimension sequence effect was revealed for the low-contrast targets. To further examine whether DRBs across different experimental conditions were significant with low-contrast targets, one-tailed planned comparisons t tests were performed between different dimension sequences for different tasks and task sequences.
For the detection task, the planned comparisons revealed significant DRBs (i.e., dimension change -dimension repetition) both when the task repeated (DRB Ϸ 33 ms, t 9 ϭ 2.65, p one-tailed Ͻ .01) and when the task changed (17 ms, t 9 ϭ 2.73, p one-tailed Ͻ .01). The results were similar for the localization task: DRBs were significant for task repetitions (24 ms, t 9 ϭ 2.79, p one-tailed Ͻ .01), as well as task changes (22 ms, t 9 ϭ 2.14, p one-tailed Ͻ .05).
In summary, the results of Experiment 1 showed significant DRBs for trials of both detection and localization tasks. Moreover, the DRBs were significant whatever the task sequence (repetition/ change), albeit reduced for task change sequences. As hypothesized from the multiple-weighting-systems perspective, the DRBs did persist across tasks that shared search demands. Differences in response requirements across tasks, although important, do not seem to play the crucial role in generating DRBs across tasks.
Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, detection (search) and identification (nonsearch) tasks varied in an unpredictable manner across trials. Detection task trials used search displays, identification trials nonsearch displays. The response set for different tasks was identical: one response was required for the target-absent display, the other for target-present displays. To illustrate, observers produced one response (e.g., pressed the upper button) when a target was present regardless of the task (detection or identification), and another response (e.g., the lower button) to target-absent trials, again regardless of the task. Experiments 2A and 2B were identical in design, the only difference being the positional uncertainty of the item presented in the (nonsearch) identification task: in Experiment 2A, the (nonsearch) identification task item always appeared in the center of display; in Experiment 2B the nonsearch task item appeared randomly at one of several peripheral positions-the same potential target positions as in the (search) detection task. It was expected that presenting the nonsearch task item at a fixed position (Experiment 2A) would result in very fast RTs overall. Consequently, if no DRBs were observed across task switches, as expected on the multiple-weighting-systems hypothesis, one could still argue that the absence of such an effect was owing to the fast overallresponse speed in Experiment 2A. To rule this out, in Experiment 2B, the position of the nonsearch task item was varied randomly across trials, which was expected to prolong the RTs in comparison with Experiment 2A. If no DRBs across task switches were also observed under these conditions (of slowed overall-response speeds), this would argue against a baseline shift explanation for the absence of DRBs in Experiment 2A-adding to the support for the multiple-weighting-systems hypothesis.
The data from Experiment 2 were first filtered for response errors and trials following errors (around 7% of trials in both Experiments 2A and 2B). Inspection of the error patterns across experimental conditions produced no evidence of speed-accuracy trade-offs. One participant in Experiment 2A and two in Experiment 2B made errors in more than 10% of the trials and were thus excluded from the subsequent analyses. The remaining trials were filtered for RTs outside the range 150 -1000 ms (about 2% of trials). Figure 4 depicts the mean RTs for different tasks, task sequences, and dimension sequences in Experiment 2, separately for Experiments 2A (panel A) and 2B (panel B). In both experiments, observers were faster to detect (450 ms and 590 ms in Experiments 2A and 2B, respectively) than to identify the target (501 ms and 637 ms). Observers responded faster overall when the task repeated (467 ms and 605 ms in Experiments 2A and 2B, respectively) than when it changed (484 ms and 623 ms). Finally, the dimension sequence effects (i.e., DRBs) appeared substantial only across task repetitions, for both the detection and the identification task, but not across task changes.
Mean RTs from Experiments 2A and 2B were examined in separate four-way repeated measures ANOVAs with terms for (i) task-detection versus identification, (ii) task sequencerepetition versus change, (iii) dimension-luminance versus orientation, and (iv) dimension sequence-repetition versus change. The ANOVA for Experiment 2A (fixed nonsearch task item position) revealed the main effects of task (F 1,17 2 ϭ .56) were significant. Post hoc analyses (Tukey's HSD) revealed the task switch costs (i.e., different tasksame task) to be more prominent for the identification (24 ms) than for the detection task (11 ms). Moreover, luminance (443 ms) and orientation (457 ms) targets were processed with comparable speed in the detection task; by contrast, processing was substantially faster for luminance targets (469 ms) than for orientation targets (534 ms) in the identification task. Finally, the task se-quence ϫ dimension (F 1,17 ϭ 4.48, p Ͻ .05, p 2 ϭ .21) and the task sequence ϫ dimension sequence interaction (F 1,17 ϭ 22.21, p Ͻ .01, p 2 ϭ .57) were significant. Post hoc analyses showed that the task switch costs were larger for orientation targets (22 ms) than for luminance targets (13 ms). Post hoc analysis of the task sequence ϫ dimension sequence interaction revealed significant DRBs for task repetitions (25 ms, p Ͻ .01), but not for task changes (4 ms, p ϭ .46). No other interactions reached significance (all F Ͻ 4.13, p Ͼ .06).
The ANOVA for Experiment 2B (variable nonsearch task item position) revealed the main effects of task (F 1,12 ϭ 21.94, p Ͻ .01, p 2 ϭ .65), task sequence (F 1,12 ϭ 29.49, p Ͻ .01, p 2 ϭ .71), and dimension sequence (F 1,12 ϭ 23.58, p Ͻ .01, p 2 ϭ .66) to be significant. Additionally, the task ϫ dimension interaction (F 1,12 ϭ 16.88, p Ͻ .01, p 2 ϭ .58) was significant. Post hoc analysis (Tukey's HSD) revealed that observers were faster to identify luminance compared with orientation targets (611 ms vs. 664 ms), whereas detection times did not differ significantly between the two types of target (600 ms and 580 ms for luminance and orientation targets, respectively). Finally, the task sequence ϫ dimension sequence interaction was also significant (F 1,12 ϭ 9.98, p Ͻ .01, p 2 ϭ .45). Post hoc analyses (Tukey's HSD) revealed the DRB to be significant for task repetitions (dimension change-dimension repetition ϭ 36 ms, p Ͻ .01), but not across task changes (4 ms, p ϭ .93). No other main effects or interactions proved significant (all F Ͻ 2.07, all p Ͼ .18).
Analysis of DRBs. The magnitude of DRBs across different tasks and task sequences was examined by means of one-sample planned t tests, separately for Experiments 2A and 2B. For the detection task, the DRBs were significant when the task repeated, in both Experiment 2A (16 ms, t 17 ϭ 2.81, p one-tailed Ͻ .01) and Experiment 2B (25 ms, t 12 ϭ 2.83, p one-tailed Ͻ .01). By contrast, when the task changed, there were no significant DRBs, in either Experiment 2A (3 ms, t 17 Ͻ 1, p one-tailed Ͼ .10) or Experiment 2B (2 ms, t 12 Ͻ 1, p one-tailed Ͼ .10). Similar results were observed for the identification task. When the task repeated, there were significant DRBs in both Experiment 2A (33 ms, t 17 ϭ 5.62, p one-tailed Ͻ .01) and Experiment 2B (47 ms, t 12 ϭ 3.43, p one-tailed Ͻ .01). By contrast, there were no significant DRBs when the task changed, in either Experiment 2A (6 ms, t 17 ϭ 1.11, p one-tailed Ͼ .10) or Experiment 2B (6 ms, t 12 ϭ 1.23, p one-tailed Ͼ .10).
Comparison between experiments. To examine whether the variation of target position in the identification tasks between Experiments 2A and 2B (fixed vs. variable position of the nonsearch item) was (i) successful and (ii) influenced the costs associated with (task and/or) dimension switching, a mixed measures ANOVA was performed with (i) experiment as a betweenparticipants factor, and (ii) task, (iii) task sequence, (iv) dimension, and (v) dimension sequence as within-participants factors. This ANOVA revealed the main effect of experiment (F 1,29 ϭ 51.22, p Ͻ .01, p 2 ϭ .64) to be significant, confirming the observation (see Figure 4 ) that varying nonsearch item positions (Experiment 2B; mean RT ϭ 614 ms) did greatly increase overall task difficulty relative to Experiment 2A (fixed nonsearch item position; 477 ms). Most importantly, experiment did not interact with any of other factors (all F Ͻ 1.81, all p Ͼ .19), indicating that the differences in task difficulty between Experiments 2A and 2B did not influence processes related to task or dimension switching.
To summarize, in Experiment 2, significant DRBs were observed exclusively across trials of the same task. This finding is especially striking because the response sets were virtually identical for the detection and identification tasks. As in Experiment 1, the results of Experiment 2 are in accordance with the prediction derived from the multiple-weighting-systems hypothesis. Finally, comparisons between Experiments 2A and 2B suggest that the overall task difficulty could not have been the cause for the failure to observe DRBs across task switches between the (search) detection and (nonsearch) identification tasks.
Experiment 3
Identification and feature discrimination (both nonsearch) tasks varied randomly across trials of Experiment 3. Here, only fixedposition nonsearch displays were used. Response sets differed across tasks. In the identification task, participants pressed one button for the distractor bar (i.e., target-absent display), another button for target bars (i.e., target-present display). In the discrimination task, participants were to determine either the luminance (bright vs. dim) or the orientation (vertical vs. right-tilted) feature of the presented bar, with different features being mapped to different responses (e.g., bright or vertical-upper button, dim or right-tilted-lower button).
The collected data were first filtered for errors and trials following errors (approximately 8% of trials). Inspection of error pattern across experimental conditions revealed no signs of speedaccuracy trade-offs. Two participants made errors in more than 10% of trials and were excluded from the subsequent analyses. Outlier RTs were produced in approximately 5% of the correctresponse trials.
The remaining trials were sorted according to: (i) task (identification/discrimination), (ii) task sequence (repetition/change), (iii) dimension (luminance/orientation), and (iv) dimension sequence (repetition/change). A repeated-measures ANOVA was performed over the mean RTs with task, task sequence, dimension, and dimension sequence as main terms. Figure 5 depicts the mean RTs for the different tasks, task sequences, and dimension sequences in Experiment 3. As can be seen, RTs were comparable in the identification and discrimination tasks. RTs were faster when the task repeated than when it changed (509 vs. 532 ms). Most importantly, DRBs were substantial, irrespective of the task and the task sequence (dimension repetition vs. change: 502 vs. 539 ms).
These observations were confirmed by a four-way ANOVA which revealed significant main effects of task sequence (F 1,10 ϭ 23.34, p Ͻ .01, p 2 ϭ .70), dimension (F 1,10 ϭ 10.84, p Ͻ .01, p 2 ϭ .52), and dimension sequence (F 1,10 ϭ 56.54, p Ͻ .00, p 2 ϭ .85). The task sequence ϫ dimension sequence interaction also reached significance levels (F 1,10 ϭ 5.94, p Ͻ .05, p 2 ϭ .37). No other main effects or interactions proved significant (all F Ͻ 4.72, p Ͼ .05). Post hoc (Tukey's HSD) comparisons performed to Figure 5 . Mean RTs (in ms) for identification and discrimination task used in Experiment 3. Dimension and tasks sequences (repetition vs. change) across consecutive trials are shown separately. Triangles denote task repetitions, while circles stand for task changes across trials. Vertical lines denote Ϯ 1 SEM. examine the task sequence ϫ dimension sequence interaction revealed that responses were significantly (p Ͻ .01) faster when the dimension repeated than when it changed (DRB Ϸ 47 ms), provided the task repeated; when the task changed across trials, the DRB was smaller (27 ms), but still significant (p Ͻ .01).
Analysis of DRBs. To examine for DRBs across different tasks and task sequences, planned comparison t tests were performed on the dimension sequence effects. These analyses showed significant DRBs for both tasks, whatever the task sequence. When the task repeated, there was a 50-ms DRB for the identification task (t 10 ϭ 4.65, p one-tailed Ͻ .01), and a 43-ms DRB for the discrimination task (t 10 ϭ 7.16, p one-tailed Ͻ .01). The respective DRBs for task changes were 23 ms for the identification task (t 10 ϭ 3.92, p one-tailed Ͻ .01) and 31 ms for the discrimination task (t 10 ϭ 4.09, p one-tailed Ͻ .01).
Overall, Experiment 3 demonstrated strong DRBs across trials of different tasks, despite disparate response sets in the two tasks. The pattern follows closely the predictions derived from the multiple-weighting-systems hypothesis and is opposite to the prediction based on the idea that shared response requirements are the crucial factor in generating DRBs across different tasks.
Between-Experiments Analyses
The same detection and identification tasks used in Experiment 2A (fixed position of the nonsearch identification task item) were also used in Experiment 1 (the detection task) and Experiment 3 (the identification task), permitting a between-experiments comparison of DRBs observed across task switches for these two tasks. An independent-samples t test was performed comparing DRBs observed across task switches in the detection task of Experiment 1 (switches from localization to detection) and of Experiment 2A (switches from identification to detection). The DRBs observed for localization3detection task switches (17 ms) were significantly larger (t 26 ϭ 2.07, p one-tailed Ͻ .05) than those for identification3detection task switches (3 ms). Similarly, the DRBs observed for the identification task across discrimination3identification switches (23 ms, Experiment 3) were significantly larger (t 26 ϭ 2.12, p one-tailed Ͻ .05) than those across detection3identification switches (6 ms, Experiment 2A).
General Discussion
The main goal of the present study was to evaluate the role of search and response requirements in generating DRBs, independently of each other. Experiments 1 and 3 examined for DRBs across tasks with similar search but different response requirements; Experiments 2A and 2B investigated DRBs across tasks with different search but otherwise identical response demandswhile all other conditions (number of trials, stimulus values, etc.) were kept as constant as possible across experiments. The four experiments yielded a coherent pattern of results: (i) there were DRBs for each task given the task (and, thus, both the search and response requirements) repeated across trials; (ii) there were DRBs across different tasks provided they shared search requirements, even when they did not share response requirements; and (iii) there were no DRBs across different tasks when they shared response requirements but not search requirements. Finally, between-experiments comparisons revealed that (significant) DRBs observed across task switches in Experiments 1 and 3 were significantly larger than (nonsignificant) DRBs observed in Experiment 2.
In the following sections, this set of findings is discussed from the points of view of single-mechanism (search-and, respectively, response-based) accounts of DRBs and the multiple weightingsystems hypothesis.
Single Mechanism Explanations
Search-based origin of DRBs.
Search-based accounts of DRBs, such the original Dimension Weighting Account (DWA; Müller, Heller, & Ziegler, 1995) , assumes that DRBs in search tasks originate from a modulation of feature contrast computation processes. These processes take place before (focal-attentional stimulus analysis and) response selection, so that DRBs should persist across tasks with different response requirements as long as they share the search processes. Additionally, because no search component is involved in nonsearch tasks (with a single, centrally presented stimulus), there should be no DRBs in such tasks driven by feature contrast computations (as convincingly argued by Mortier, Theeuwes, & Starreveld, 2005) . In line with this, Experiment 1 revealed significant DRBs across different tasks that both involved a search component but had different response requirements (detection and localization, respectively). Also, in Experiment 2, no DRBs were observed across trials of detection (search) and identification (nonsearch) tasks, even though they had similar response requirements-consistent with the idea that the postulated search-based weighting mechanism was not operating in the identification task.
One finding, however, which is difficult to accommodate within the DWA is that there were significant DRBs in the nonsearch tasks (identification and discrimination, respectively). Given that single items presented in such tasks produce no unique dimensionspecific activity at a preselective coding stage (they differ from the background in multiple dimensions simultaneously), dimensional weights would not have been preferentially allocated to one dimension. Consequently, there should not have been any (or at most weak) DRBs across trials of different nonsearch tasks. However, the results of Experiments 2 and 3 showed exactly the opposite: there were substantial DRBs for both transitions from identification to discrimination tasks and transitions from identification to discrimination tasks, as well as for identification and discrimination task repetitions.
While this finding is difficult to account for in terms of preselective dimension weighting, it should be noted that the DWA, as originally proposed by Müller, Heller, & Ziegler (1995) , was not designed to address potential DRBs in the nonsearch tasks (these effects were not known at the time). Rather, DWA was developed to account for dimension-specific intertrial effects in search tasks, while being open to the possibility that intertrial effects might also be generated at later, postselective processing stages (as has been expressly acknowledged by Krummenacher, Müller, & Heller, 2002; and Müller & Krummenacher, 2006a) . In this sense, the multiple-weighting-systems hypothesis complements the DWA by addressing the issue of postselective weighting.
Response-based origin of DRBs. While search-based accounts such as the DWA leave the possibility that DRBs can also occur at processing stages after visual selection, the existing response-based accounts have been very "exclusive" about the origin of dimension-specific intertrial effects: there is only one processing stage that is modulated by intertrial sequence, namely, response selection (e.g., Cohen & Shoup, 1997; Cohen & Magen, 1999; Mortier, Theeuwes, & Starreveld, 2005) . Significant DRBs within detection (search) (Mortier, Theeuwes, & Starreveld, 2005) , identification (nonsearch) (Mortier, Theeuwes, & Starreveld, 2005) , and discrimination tasks (Cohen & Magen, 1999 , Experiment 4) had already been reported and, based on the evidence available at the time, plausibly attributed to different mechanisms of response selection. Thus, the significant DRBs observed across task repetitions for the detection, identification, and discrimination tasks of the present study are as expected from the response-based perspective.
However, the results observed across task changes in the present study are difficult to reconcile with response-based explanation of DRBs. First, response-based accounts in their present state do not provide a mechanism capable of producing DRBs across changes in S-R mappings: task changes in the present Experiments 1 and 3 did entail such S-R mapping changes and yet, significant DRBs arose across trials of different tasks. Second, even if one postulates a response selection mechanism able to produce DRBs across S-R mapping changes, the very same mechanism should have generated significant DRBs across task changes in all three experiments. Yet, no significant DRBs were observed in Experiments 2A and 2B. Finally, by virtue of the detection and the identification task having identical S-R mappings (i.e., target present/absent), any DRBs observed across task changes in Experiments 2A and 2B should have been at least comparable to or greater than those observed across task changes in Experiments 1 and 3. However, between-experiments analyses demonstrated exactly the opposite: the (significant) DRBs observed across task switches in Experiments 1 and 3 were significantly larger than the (nonsignificant) DRBs observed across task switches in Experiment 2.
To conclude, we maintain that (i) the presence of DRBs across tasks with the different S-R mapping (Experiments 1 and 3), and (ii) the significantly larger (significant) DRBs across task changes in Experiments 1 and 3 relative to the (nonsignificant) DRBs in Experiments 2A and 2B pose a serious challenge for any singlemechanism response-based account of DRBs. On the other hand, the results strongly point to a behavioral dissociation between two separate dimension-sensitive mechanisms: one related to processes of attentional selection, the other related to postselective processes of perceptual analysis or response selection.
The Multiple-Weighting-Systems Hypothesis
We propose that the pattern of significant DRBs across different search tasks (Experiment 1), significant DRBs across different nonsearch tasks (Experiment 3), and no DRBs across a search and nonsearch task (Experiment 2) is best explained by assuming the existence of two dimension-sequence-sensitive mechanisms engaged in the search and nonsearch tasks, respectively.
The weighting system engaged in the search tasks would be as elaborated in the Dimension Weighting Account: weighting of dimension-specific feature contrast signals. In both detection and localization tasks (Experiment 1), the displays produced dimensionally specific feature contrast signals; thus, dynamic weighting of the respective target-defining dimensions would have allowed for significant DRBs both within and across the two types of task. This is not to rule out that there may be other mechanisms operating in detection or localization tasks that could produce dimension-specific intertrial effects. The multiple-weightingsystems hypothesis asserts only that a portion of DRBs persisting across these two tasks stems from the weighting of attentional selection processes, as these processes are common to both tasks.
The modulation of feature contrast signals is presumed to affect the speed of attentional selection. Given that no search was necessary to select the target in the identification task, there would be no carry-over of DRBs from the detection to the identification task (Experiment 2). On the other hand, single items (presented in the identification task) did not produce a dimension-specific feature contrast signal, so that there would be no carry-over effect from the identification to the detection task. Therefore, the multipleweighting-systems hypothesis could account for the results of Experiment 2 as well as those of Experiment 1.
The second weighting mechanism was presumably engaged in the nonsearch tasks of the present experiments. The fact that single items were used in nonsearch tasks would argue against attentional-selection processes being the origin of the DRBs across trials of such tasks; instead, the DRBs under these conditions are more plausibly explained in terms of the response selection dynamics (in line with Mortier, Theeuwes, & Starreveld, 2005) .
Despite the intuitive appeal of the response-based account, the existing literature provides arguments against it. For example, Müller and O'Grady (2000) observed significant dimensionspecific signal detection accuracy effects in a task requiring feature identification of a briefly presented single item. Importantly, there was no stress on response speed in this study; rather, participants were instructed to take as long as they needed to make the most accurate choice (which involved moving the mouse cursor to one of a number of alternative response "click" panels). The finding of DRBs under such conditions argues against the speed of response selection processes as being the sole source of dimension-specific effects in nonsearch tasks. Finally, the present Experiment 3 demonstrated significant DRBs across trials of different nonsearch tasks. Given the considerable differences in response requirements between the identification and discrimination tasks, the response selection stage is not a likely source of the DRBs across these tasks. On these grounds, it is plausible to assume that the DRBs observed across task changes in Experiment 3 originate from postselective perceptual processing stages involved in item identity analysis (cf. Müller & O'Grady, 2000; Krummenacher, Grubert, & Müller, 2010) .
Finally, the results of all experiments revealed a similar data pattern: the DRBs observed across task switches were, in general, smaller than the DRBs observed across task repetitions. This result might seem at odds with the MWS hypothesis. However, as already pointed out, the MWS hypothesis states that only the DRBs observed across task changes originate from the dimensionweighting mechanism common to the two tasks. It is possible that across task repetitions, other sources of intertrial effects were active, for example benefits associated with repetitions of taskspecific S-R mappings. Consequently, the increased DRBs across task repetitions might reflect added benefits (or the absence of change costs) of both dimension and S-R mapping repetitions.
The Role of Display Changes
In the present experiments, search requirements were completely correlated with display types. Multi-item displays necessarily involved search for the task-relevant item, while single-item displays effectively eliminated this task requirement. Thus, instead of attributing the observed persistence of DRBs across different tasks to shared search demands (as in Experiments 1 and 3), one could equally assume that the cross-task DRBs were driven by display repetitions.
3 This would explain why no DRBs were manifest in Experiments 2A and 2B, where task changes also involved display changes.
The available evidence, however, argues against the display sequence being the sole determinant of DRBs across task changes. Similar to the present Experiment 2, Rangelov et al. (2011, Experiment 3) presented participants with displays consisting of either multiple items (i.e., multi-item displays) or a single item at a fixed location (i.e., single item displays). The display type (multiple items vs. single item) varied randomly across trials. Irrespectively of the display type, the task was to discriminate color or orientation features of the centrally presented bar. Thus, Experiment 3 of Rangelov et al. was analogous to the present Experiment 2 with the exception of the particular S-R mapping: feature discrimination versus target detection. Unlike the present Experiment 2, where significant DRBs were observed across display type (and task) repetitions but not across display type changes, there were significant DRBs across both display type repetitions and changes in Rangelov et al.'s Experiment 3. This finding argues against simple display changes being the reason for the absence of DRBs across task changes in the present Experiment 2.
The multiple-weighting-systems hypothesis accounts for the absence of DRBs across display changes in Experiment 2 by assuming that observers used different response strategies in performing the detection and identification tasks. In Experiment 2, multi-item (detection task) displays alternated with the single-item (identification task) displays, while observers always had to discern the presence/absence of a target. To determine whether a single-item display contained a target or a distractor, observers had to process the presented item up to the featural level. By contrast, with multiple-item displays, observers had an alternative strategy at their disposal: as the target, if present, would always produce a strongest saliency signal, observers could respond "target present" upon detecting any such signal (rather than having to identify the target's defining feature), akin to what Bacon and Egeth (1994) have referred to as 'singleton search mode. ' The singleton search mode operates overall faster than that involving target feature identification (see, e.g., Mü ller, Heller, & Ziegler, 1995, Experiment 2), while permitting accurate performance under the conditions of Experiment 2. By contrast, with single-item displays, adopting a singleton search mode was not possible, because any single item, whether target or distractor, is a kind of singleton. Consistent with observers in Experiment 2 having adopted a singleton search mode with multi-item displays, but a target feature identification mode with single-item displays, RTs were 65 ms (Experiment 2A) and, respectively, 47 ms (Experiment 2B) faster for the detection task (multi-item displays) relative to the identification task (single-item displays) (see also Krummenacher, Grubert, & Mü ller, 2010) . If observers had used the same response strategy in both the detection and the identification task, no RT differences between tasks would have been expected (or, rather, one might have expected RTs to be slower in the detection task, given that this task involves an additional search stage). Thus, it is likely that the absence of DRBs across trials of different tasks was attributable to these differential response strategies (as well as differential selection demands), rather than to display differences per se.
Conclusions
The present study examined whether or not a single weighting mechanism, either search-or response-based, would suffice to explain the present pattern of dimension-specific carry-over effects across tasks, as well as the findings in the literature on dimensionspecific intertrial effects. The main rationale was that, provided the same mechanism is engaged in two tasks, significant DRBs should arise across trials of different tasks. The main finding was that DRBs were manifest across trials of different search tasks, as well as across trials of different nonsearch tasks, but there were no DRBs across search and nonsearch tasks.
The persistence of DRBs across different tasks supports the idea that dimension-weighting systems are specific to particular task requirements (selection vs. identification), rather than being specific to a task as a whole. One type of DRB across different tasks is seen when the selection (search) requirements are shared by successive tasks, but not when they are different. This implies that the DRBs seen across different types of search task must originate in the (shared) selection component of the tasks, while there is a different dimension-sensitive mechanism generating DRBs in nonsearch tasks.
Attempts to explain the observed data pattern by invoking a single weighting mechanism (whether search-or responsebased) face serious challenges. Search-based accounts specify no mechanism that could account for DRBs in nonsearch tasks. Conversely, response-based mechanisms would need major modification to accommodate the present findings of (i) significant DRBs across tasks with different S-R mappings and (ii) no DRBs across tasks with identical S-R mapping. Thus, arguably, the multiple-weighting-systems hypothesis offers a viable addition to search-based accounts, such as the DWA. A number of conflicting findings can be coherently explained by assuming the existence of both a preselective, search-related mechanism and a postselective mechanism that are sensitive to dimensional intertrial sequences.
